A prospective study of delusional misidentification syndromes in Parkinson's disease with dementia.
Delusional misidentification syndromes (DMS) are a group of neuropsychiatric disorders due to disturbances in familiarity. DMS in organic diseases have been related to deficits in executive, memory, and visuospatial function. DMS are frequently reported in dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB). The presence of DMS in Parkinson's disease with dementia (PDD), which shares similar clinical and neuropsychological features with DLB, has not been studied. We describe the frequency and clinical features of DMS in a cohort of PDD patients, and we compare the neuropsychological profile between PDD patients with and without DMS. Prospective study of 30 PDD patients recruited from an outpatient setting, who received a structured behavioral interview assessing DMS and hallucinations, and a neuropsychological battery assessing executive function, memory, language, and visuospatial abilities. DMS were found in 16.7% of PDD patients. All DMS subjects also exhibited hallucinations that were significantly more severe than in PDD without DMS. DMS were responsive to neuroleptic drugs. PDD subjects with DMS presented a different neuropsychological profile than PDD subjects without DMS, with more severe memory and language deficits, but similar levels of executive and visuospatial impairment. DMS is a neuropsychiatric feature associated with PDD. Greater impairment in language and memory in PDD with DMS suggests a prominent role of the temporal cortex in the genesis of DMS in PDD.